
Mid Terms Presentation 

Date: 20 Feb 2018 
Time: 0900 – 1000 
Venue:  SIS Classroom 3-1 
  
Attendees: Jonathan Chew  

Terence Tan  
Victoria Koh  
He Huili 
Yvette Kou 

  
Agenda: 1. Mid Term Presentation 

 
 

1. Updates 
- What is more to be done? Template and analytics  

- Deployment issues  

- Back up plans for PBT, we need to talk to client and ask them what else we can do 

- By when do you want to finalize scope : This iteration , end of next week 

 

Feedback from Prof Youngki 

- Clear and useful system 

- Nice user testing with pilot, strongest part of your project 

- He like the scope  

- By looking at the demo, there is bug , please work on issue of the bugs 

- Present Technical Complexity are not technical enough, present more about PBT or 

analytics module that is more difficult. 

- Plan for the final UAT  - our aim is to deploy all to the ipad. 

- Go to client, ask them what graph they want for analytics 

 

Feedback from Prof Hwee Xian 

- Do like the scope 

- Problem statement is clear 

- UI is good 

- Slow in Responsiveness 

- Some of the problem : QA Process have to be tighten 

- Look into more detail, measure different leatency  

- Metrics you are using, time taken to generate different form. Observe the duration of 

the time they take 

- Responsiveness 500 millisecond. If you met it then its good 

- Create survey from what you learn in IDP and present to us 

- Go one step further, what is it you want the user to do after that. Actionable insights will 

be useful 

 



Feedback from Prof Ben Gan 

- Demo is not completed, could have meet it more realistic 

- Technical Complexity is not your strength, what you change to make it faster 

- Crash in the middle of demo, QA need to do testing, for finals better not have error 

- User testing at there was good, it will be better if data is collected. 

Root of the problem: 

Reflection has problem, a good team does not handle challenge. 

Advice is, lets fix all the problem, don’t even think about doing analytics, just fix all the problem. 

Check out how many time they are using it. 

Analytics: Give client suggestion, go above what they ask for. 
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